Appendix XII

Questionnaire

Settling Process of the Tribal Groups

i. Name of the Tribe .........................

ii. Direction of the Tribes entry into the present occupied territory ..............................................

iii. Whether the tribal group is found localised in a particular area or scattered in different areas ... .....................

iv. Is there Chieftan System in the Tribal Group ?

v. What are the chief clans in the tribe ? ..............

vi. How is the relationship among people belonging to the same clan who are otherwise from different villages ? ..............................................

Linguistic Pattern

i. Number of dialects in the tribal group .............

ii. If it is two or more than two, what is the degree of affinity ? .................................................................

iii. Is the dialect quite different from that of other.? 

iv. What is the medium of communication with other tribal groups ? ..............................................................

v. Any other, other than naga-assamese particularly in the interfaced tribal areas ? ...........................................

Educational Aspect

i. What is the usual age at which one goes to the School ? ..............

ii. Medium of instruction in the different stages of school ..............
iii. What is the parents' attitude towards their children's schooling? ............

iv. What do the parents want their children to become of? ..................

v. Do the females enjoy the educational facilities without any restriction? ........

vi. Number of educational institutions in the village/circle .....................
    L.P. ....... M.E. ....... H.S. ....... College ... Others...

vii. Number of graduates in the village/circle ...............

Religious Aspect

i. What is the major religion in the village/area.? ........

ii. If Christianity is the one, why is it so? .............

iii. Do the people still remain loyal to the traditional belief? ..............

iv. What is the relationship between the followers of animism and Christians? ..............

Settlement Pattern

i. Why is the village located in the hill? .................

ii. Is the settlement linear/scattered/clustered? .........

iii. Type of the house ...... What is it made up of? ....

iv. What are the utilities of the rooms? .................

Economic Aspect and Land Use Pattern

i. What is the main occupation of the people? .............

ii. What type of agriculture do they generally practise? Terraced/Shifting

iii. What is the cycle of cultivation of a particular plot of land? ............
iv. Does the cultivable land belong to the community or individual? ................

v. What are the chief crops used by the people? ............

vi. What is the cropping pattern? ............................

vii. Implements or the technology used in agriculture?....

viii. Where do the people engage themselves once harvesting is over? ................

ix. Other uses of land ..................

x. Are there small scale industries in the village/area?

xi. Are there minerals in the area? .........................

Social Amenities

i. Is the village provided with school/dispensary/hospital? .............

ii. No. of villages in the area without electricity/water supply/motorable road ... ............

Marriage System

i. What is the marriage system in the village? .................

ii. Does it take place according to Christian norms? ....

iii. Is there inter-village marriage, or for that matter inter-tribal marriage in the area? ................

iv. Food habit ....................

Scope of Social Interaction in the Area